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What’s new for this election
Polling
Voting on Polling Day will now begin at

7am.

Mobile voting for those who cannot leave home, are in
hospital or prison on Polling Day can take place ahead
of polling day.
Early Voting is now open to all voters.

Candidates
Candidates for 2022 elections had to declare their
intention to be nominated 270 days before the end of
the current Parliament term.
If they decide not to be a candidate later – their
intention simply lapses after the candidate nomination
period finishes.
In total 86 people declared their intent - 12 women and
74 men.
People who hold offices of profit in the service of
Nauru and who wish to be nominated as a candidate
must now resign 60 days before the dissolution of the
full term of parliament (by 28 June 2022).

Voter registration & transfers
Transfers on the basis of customary links are now not
limited to customary adoptions, de facto relationships
or land ownership.
Voters can now also transfer to the district their spouse
votes in.

Regulatory framework
The power to make or change regulations that guide
election operations has moved from the Electoral
Commission to Cabinet.
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Electoral laws
The Constitution of Nauru, international treaties,
the Electoral Act of 2016, and NEC regulations and
decisions, form the legal and regulatory framework
for holding Elections in Nauru. Together they establish
the voting rights Nauruan citizens use to elect
representatives and hold referendums. In effect, they
establish the “rules of the game”.
These include:
• Constitution of Nauru 1968
• Electoral Act 2016 and its Electoral Amendment Acts
• Referendum Procedures Act 2009
• Regulations:
• Proxy Voting Regulations
• Electoral Regulations 2016 (Voters’ Verification)
• Electoral Regulations 2016 (Mobile Polling Stations)
• Electoral Regulations 2016 (Proxy Voting)
• Electoral Regulations 2019 (Early Voting)
• Electoral Regulations 2019 (Remote Witness)
• Election Petition Rules 2019
• Electoral (Declaration of Intent) Regulations 2021
The constitution does not define Nauru’s electoral
system. This is defined in the Electoral Act. Therefore
the system can be changed in Parliament without the
need to amend the constitution.
In 2016, Nauru went to the polls under its new election
law, known as the Electoral Act of 2016. It has been
amended since then.
A June 2022 amendment to the Electoral Act 2016
passed the mandate to issue regulations on any
matter necessary or convenient for giving effect to the
Electoral Act from the NEC to Cabinet.
Administrative regulations complement electoral laws
and allow the regulation of topics of the 2016 Electoral
Act as needed.
The Republic of Nauru Government website has an
online legal database that holds all laws of Nauru:
www.ronlaw.gov.nr
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Timing of elections
*Once the writ is issued, the commission
will issue an exact timeline.

Elections come at the end of the term of parliament. A
parliamentary term is “three years from and including
the date of the first sitting”. Upon normal expiry,
a general election is held within two months of a
dissolution of Parliament.

Legally defined dates
Constitution:
39 General Elections for Parliament
A general election of members of Parliament shall be
held at such time within two months after a dissolution
of Parliament as the Speaker in accordance with the
advice of the President appoints.
Electoral Act 2016
56 Writ for elections
(1) Where Parliament has been dissolved or a member
has died or vacated his seat in accordance with Article
32 of the Constitution, the Speaker shall, subject in
the case of a general election to compliance with
Article 39, within 14 days of such dissolution, death
or vacation cause a writ for the holding of an election
in accordance with Form A or Form B of Schedule
8, as the case requires, to be issued to the Electoral
Commissioner not later than 4 weeks before the
polling day fixed by the Speaker in the writ.

Early elections
The Parliamentary term is not a fixed-term system, and
the president can call early elections. If the president
dissolves the Parliament early the elections could be
held as early as four weeks after the dissolution.
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Timeline (If not dissolved early):
2022 Elections

1st Parl. Sitting
Parliament Dissolved
Elections Due

27 August 2019
27 August 2022
Between 24 Sept. & 26 Oct 2022

Event

Timeline

Candidates must declare their intention to be
nominated

270 days before the dissolution of Parliament

Potential candidates in office of profit positions in
the service of Nauru must resign

60 days before the dissolution of Parliament

Writ for election issued

Within 14 days of dissolution and not less than
4 weeks before the election

56 (1)

Voter roll published in Gazette

5 days after the writ issued

50 (2)

Voter roll closes

5:00pm 21 days before election

50 (2)

The candidate nomination period runs for one week

Closes 5:00 pm 14 days before Polling Day
(Nomination Day)

57 (2)

All mobile polling stations published

On nomination day

63 (2)

Last withdrawal date for candidates

72 hours after nomination period closes

58

Candidate list, Polling locations and date published

after withdrawal period

62

Ballot lottery held

12:00 pm 24 hours after the last withdrawal date

64 (1)

Mobile voting application close

48hrs before 07:00am E-day

79 (4)(b)

Proxy voting applications close

24hrs before polling

Reg.

Polling (07:00 to 18:00)

Art. #
135a
59

56 (1)

Counting complete, results declared

As soon as possible

88,89

Recount requests allowed

within 24 hrs after results declared

90 (1)

Last day for Supreme Court petitions

21 days after the results published

96 e

Re-opening of voter roll

31 days after official results

50 (3)

Send Letters to non-voters

Within 1 Month after the elections

55 (1)

Election records destroyed

Kept for 1 year

92

E
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Electoral system
In 2016, Nauruans voted under its new election law,
the Electoral Act of 2016 for the first time. It outlines the
procedures and rules for all aspects of our elections.

Dowdall Borda system of preferential voting
The electoral system adopted in 1971, the Borda count,
known as the ‘Dowdall system’, uses a unique form
of preferential voting. It replaced the Alternate Vote
system inherited from Australia at independence.
Voters must indicate a preference for all candidates on
their ballot paper. During the count, each preference is
allocated a value corresponding to its fraction of a vote.

The Nauruan Dowdall Borda is slightly more
majoritarian than a pure Borda system, as it gives
less weight to second and lower preferences, as it
assumes that voters care more for their higher-order
preferences than their lower ones, although these do
have an impact on the results.
1

Standard
Borda Count

0.83
0.67

Nauru Dowdall
Borda Count

0.5
0.50

0.33
0.33
0.25

1

2

3

4

0.17
0.20

5

6

All values are tallied and the top candidates with the highest scores are elected. They do not need to reach 50%.
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Constituencies
19 members of Parliament are elected from 8 multimember constituencies. Nauru does not have a political
party system, so all MPs are effectively independent
members.
Once formed, the parliament elects the Speaker, Deputy
Speaker, and President during the first sitting of the new
Parliament.
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Electoral Commission
The Electoral Act established the structure of the
Electoral Commission as comprising three members –
three Electoral Commissioners.
All three were appointed by the President on the
advice of the Cabinet in March 2020 for four years.
The NEC is responsible for the general
inspection of the electoral process
ensuring that the process is uniform
across all constituencies.

The NEC is the highest institution to oversee electoral
processes.
It has the following key duties and responsibilities:
• Register Voters for the election of members of
Parliament
• Conduct elections following the 2016 electoral act.
• Encourage all voters to vote and help them
understand the process and its place in Nauruan
life.
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Electoral offences & petitions

List of electoral offences
The Electoral Act of 2016 and regulations prohibit
the following actions, for which maximum penalties
are listed. Please consult the Electoral Act 2016 for
complete information.
Maximum
Fine

Maximum
Prison

Giving false information
· Deliberately giving false or misleading Information to
the Electoral Commission

5,000

and/or 1 year

Ballot paper offences
1,000

· Marking a ballot paper if you are not a registered
voter.
· Removing unmarked ballot papers from a polling
place illegally.
· Putting any ballot paper in a ballot box that has not
been lawfully issued to a voter.

5,000

and/or 2
years

5,000

and/or 1 year

Voting offences
100

· More than one person being at a polling booth unless
assisting a voter.
· Using a camera, phone or electronic device in a
polling booth.

5,000

and/or 1 year

· Unlawfully entering a polling booth.

10,000

and/or 2 year
100

· Being in a Polling station without official purpose
(i.e. voting) or authorisation.
· Impersonates another voter, in order to vote, or an
election official.

5,000

and/or 1 year

· Trying to vote more than once.

5,000

and/or 1 year

· Obstructing a voter from casting their vote.

10,000

and/or 2 year

E
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Maximum
Prison

Disruption or disobedience
10,000 and/or 2 year

· Intruding into a polling place when not entitled to be
in it and to wilfully interrupt, obstruct or disturb the
proceedings of an election.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Failing to obey the lawful directions of the Electoral
Commission officials, may be removed from the
polling station.		
Voter’s list offences

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Possessing through unofficial means, or manipulating
the voter’s list electronically or by other means.

2 years

· Using information on the Voter’s List for commercial
use or purposes unrelated to an election.
Campaign offences

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Destroying campaign material.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Displaying campaign material within 200 meters of a
polling station on polling day.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Using state resources/locations/staff for
campaigning.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Holding or taking part in a meeting, demonstration or
procession within 200 meters of a polling station on
Election Day with the intention of:
· Canvassing or soliciting the vote of a voter;
· Inducing the voter to vote for or against a particular
candidate; or finding out who a voter has, or will,
vote for.

10,000 and/or 2 years

· Police are not permitted to influence a voter.

10,000 and/or 2 years

· Receiving property or benefits in exchange for a vote
for a candidate.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Threatening or intimidating a person to vote for a
candidate or to refrain from voting.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Interfering or hindering in any way with a person
conducting any duty that is relevant to an
election.

5,000 and/or 1 year

· Corruptly influencing by “Treating” voters with cash,
food, entertainment etc.
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REGISTRATION
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Voter Registration
Maintaining the roll
The Roll is kept by the Electoral Commissioner and is
classified into Districts. The Roll is updated from timeto-time following consultations between the Electoral
Commissioners and the Registrar of Births, Deaths, and
Marriages.

Automatic enrolment
A person will be automatically registered as a voter in the
district for which they were registered at birth once they
reach 20 years of age and if they are a Nauruan citizen.
A person who has been automatically enrolled as they
were not on the previous electoral roll is exempt from
paying the transfer fee.

Applying to be on the electoral roll
Persons who have not been automatically enrolled can
apply to be registered using Form 1, Application for
Registration. The form is available on the NEC website
or from the office.

Transferring enrolment to another district
A person who is already registered on the Electoral
Roll can change their registration to another district
once every 6 months by completing Form 2,
Application for Transfer of Registration and paying a
fee of $1000.

Entitlement for transferring registration
A person can be registered on the roll for a district in
which they have lived for at least 1 month. If a person
is living outside Nauru, then they can register for the
district in which they last lived for not less than 1 month.
If a person has been registered in that district on the
Register of Births but is not automatically registered,
they can be added to the roll.
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A person may apply for registration in a district even
if they do not appear on the Register of Births if the
Electoral Commissioner certifies using Registration
Form 3 that the voter has a substantial connection with
the district through:
a. Nauruan custom, customary links, and affiliation.
b. birth by either his or her parent in that district.
c. the registration for any electoral purposes of either
his or her parent in that District.
d. his or her spouse being born or registered in that
district.
A person may also apply even if they have never lived in
Nauru or in a district for 1 month and were not registered
at birth nor do they have a certificate of birth. In such
circumstances, the Electoral Commissioner may require
evidence of their entitlement and may make their own
inquiries into the application.

Rejection of application for registration
If the Electoral Commissioner rejects an application, he
or she will give the applicant a notice explaining the
reason as soon as possible.
A voter may appeal a notice of rejection or appeal if their
name has been removed from the roll after a review.

Publication of the roll
The Roll must be published in the Government Gazette
at the following times:
1. At least once a year
2. At least 5 days after the Writ for an election has
been issued.
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Sale of electoral rolls
Any person may obtain a copy of the roll after payment
of a fee of $30 for a district, $60 for a constituency, or
$150 for a national roll. The purchased roll may only
be used for purposes connected with the election, and
penalties apply for misuse.

Removal from the roll
The Electoral Commissioner may remove a name from
the roll if the Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages
advises that the person is deceased.
The Electoral Commissioner may also revise the roll to
correct any error or omission, or to remove from the roll
the name of any person who is dead or has ceased to
be a citizen of Nauru.
A voter may apply to have their name changed or other
particulars entered on the roll.
The Electoral Commissioner cannot alter the roll after
the roll has closed.
A voter will be advised, unless they are deceased, within
48 hours that their name has been struck off the roll.

Limit on the transfer of registration for a
by-election
Transfers of registration cannot be made for a by-election
because of a vacancy during a Parliamentary term.
This means that a person who transferred after a
general election is not eligible to vote in a by-election
in the new district during the term of the Parliament
where he/she has already voted in the general election
in the old district.
A person who transfers districts after a general election
must vote in a by-election in the old district, he/she had
voted in the general election for that term of the Parliament.
The voter roll for the by-election is the last general
election roll, updated to remove deceased persons and
auto-enrolment since then which include those who
have turned twenty by the by-election polling day and
new citizens
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Candidates
Candidates require a minimum of two qualified
nominators. Candidates and their nominators must
be registered in the district for which the candidate is
being nominated. Nauru does not have a political party
system, so all members of Parliament are effectively
independent members.
Candidates in Nauru elections, 1968-2019*
Candidates

Elected

Year

Men

%

Women

%

Men

Women

1968

55

98.2%

1

1.8%

18

0

1971

48

100%

0

0.0%

18

0

1973

40

100%

0

0.0%

18

0

1976

43

100%

0

0.0%

18

0

1977

50

100%

0

0.0%

18

0

1980

39

97.5%

1

2.5%

18

0

1983

42

93.3%

3

6.7%

18

0

1986

43

97.7%

1

2.3%

17

1

1987

45

93.8%

3

6.3%

17

1

1989

40

95.2%

2

4.8%

17

1

1992

67

95.7%

3

4.3%

18

0

1995

61

93.8%

4

6.2%

17

1

1997

67

94.4%

4

5.6%

18

0

2000

69

95.8%

3

4.2%

18

0

2003

80

95.2%

4

4.8%

18

0

2004

71

97.3%

2

2.7%

18

0

2007

79

91.9%

7

8.1%

18

0

2010

55

91.7%

5

8.3%

18

0

~2013

63

92.6%

5

7.4%

18

1

2016

67

94.4%

4

5.6%

18

*1

2019

55

91.7%

5

8.3%

17

2

Total

1179

95.4%

57

4.6%

377

8

Notes:
* This table does not reflect the
by-election of Ubenide, in
which a woman became the
third elected to the Nauruan
Parliament.
~ The total number of MPs
increased from 18 to 19
following an amendment to
the electoral law in July 2012,
enforced at the 8 June 2013
national elections.
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Declaration of Intention
In September 2021 Parliament passed a new amendment to the Electoral Act of 2016 which required all
potential candidates to declare their intention to run for
election before being nominated.
The declaration period began on 31 October 2021. Potential candidates had 30 days to declare their intention. The
declaration period finished on 30 November 2021 (270
days before the end of the current Parliament term).
Making a declaration was free – there is no charge.
The NEC then published the list of declarations 14 days
after the declaration period.
If a declarant decides not to be a candidate later –
the intention will simply lapse after the candidate
nomination period finishes. It may also be withdrawn in
writing by the declarant and delivered to the Electoral
Commission at any time before nomination

Important:
Holders of offices of profit in
the service of Nauru did not
have to resign their posts to
declare their intention to be
a candidate.

The amendment imposes penalties for candidates who
are nominated yet do not declare their intention before
the 30 November 2021 deadline (fines of $5000 or
less, or imprisonment of 2 years or less).
This declaration does not apply to early elections or
by-elections – only if the general election is held at the
end of the full of Parliament term.
During the Declaration process 86 people declared
their intention:
Constituency

Women

Men

Total

Aiwo

2

8

10

Anabar

1

9

10

Anetan

8

8

Boe

6

6

Buada

2

11

13

Meneng

2

10

12

Ubenide

1

18

19

Yaren

4

4

8

Total

12

74

86

14%

86%
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Candidate Nomination
Candidate nomination aims to provide eligible
Nauruan citizens with the opportunity to be
registered as candidates in the election to which
the seat is allocated.
The NEC, through the candidate nomination
regulations and procedures, will work to ensure that all
registered candidates are eligible.

Candidate eligibility
To be a candidate you must at the time of your
application:
• Not be an undischarged bankrupt or insolvent.
• Not be a person certified to be insane or otherwise
adjudged according to law to be mentally disordered.
• Not have been convicted and under sentence or
subject to be sentenced for an offence punishable
according to law by death or by imprisonment for
1 year or longer.
• Be resident in Nauru.
• Be a qualified Nauruan citizen and at least twenty
years old.
• Not hold an ‘office of profit’ in the service of Nauru
or of a statutory corporation.

Nomination of state servants
There are special rules for state servants (employees
with an ‘office of profit’ in the service of Nauru or of
statutory corporations) who stand as candidates. These
rules were revised in an Amendment to the Electoral
Act in June 2022.
The Act now states:
(2A) A holder of an office of profit in the service of
Nauru as prescribed under subsection (1), shall resign
from his or her office 60 days before the dissolution
of the full term of Parliament under Article 41(7) of the
Constitution.
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Candidates affected by this requirement had to resign
their posts by 28 June 2022 to be compliant.
Notice to Potential Candidates
According to the Electoral (Amendment) Act 2022,
a holder of an office of profit in the service of
Nauru, shall resign from his or her office 60 days
before the dissolution of the full term of Parliament.
The dissolution of Parliament is due on 27 August
2022. Therefore all candidates affected by this
provision must resign their office by Tuesday, 28
June 2022.
NEC Facebook post
explaining the resignation
requirements

Candidates must comply with this requirement
to complete the upcoming candidate nomination
process.
This revision erased previous requirements that
candidates had to resign three months before being
nominated. As the candidate nomination period was
contingent on the timing of the issuing of the writ and
therefore was a variable date it was not possible to
know the date in advance.
If an early election or a by-election is called these
provisions do not apply and employees must resign
within five days after the writ for the election is issued.
It is an offence to retain an office of profit if they intend to
be a candidate. Penalties for doing so include a maximum
fine of $10,000, 2 years imprisonment, or both.

Nomination forms
These can be downloaded from the Electoral
Commission’s website: www.electoralcommission.org.nr
or by visiting the Electoral Commission’s office in Civic
Centre, Aiwo.

Where can candidates stand?
A candidate may be nominated for a district only in the
constituency in which they are enrolled to vote. They
cannot be nominated for more than one constituency.
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How a candidate is nominated
Two voters enrolled to vote in the constituency
where they are enrolled must nominate a candidate.
Candidates cannot nominate themselves.
A nomination must be:
• On the official nomination form and properly filled out
and signed
• Submitted with a non-refundable deposit receipt of
$500. Submitted by 5 pm, 14 days before the election.
Incorrect nominations will be rejected.
Nominations will be accepted for one week at the NEC
offices during the nomination period.
The NEC recommends that candidates submit their
nomination in person as early as possible and not
leave it until the last day. This will allow time for the
commission to check your nomination to make sure
it is in order. The commission cannot extend the legal
deadline of 5 pm on nomination day.
Nominations close at 5 pm sharp 14 days
before polling day. Late nominations
cannot be accepted.

Withdrawing nominations
If a candidate is nominated but wishes to withdraw,
they must do so within 72 hours of the nomination
period ending. They must complete a withdrawal of
nomination form (obtainable from the website, or the
NEC office), and submit it to the NEC office.

Release of candidate information
At the end of the withdrawal period and when all
nominations have been processed, the NEC will
publish the names of candidates in the gazette.
After the ballot lottery, they will also be published on
the NEC website www.election.com.nr in ballot order
with photos of each candidate to help voters.
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Posters will also be put up on the information boards in
districts showing the candidates in ballot order.

Candidate name
A person can be nominated under the name on their
birth certificate, the name conferred on them through
an adoption order, a name they have adopted by deed
poll, or a name by which they have commonly been
known in the preceding 12 months.
For example,
a candidate commonly known as
Andy Smith
can use this name rather than their full
legal name

Andrew Smith.

On the ballot paper titles and honorifics are not
allowed. The surname or family name will be first
followed by the candidate’s other names.
If two or more candidates have similar names – a
description or addition can be used to distinguish each
candidate.
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Order of candidates on the ballot paper
(ballot draw)
24 hours after the withdrawal of nominations is
completed (4 days after the close of the nomination
period and 10 days before the election), candidates
or their representatives will be invited to attend the
Electoral Commission Offices to participate in the
random draw for ballot paper position.

Ballot draw process
Numbers will be placed inside an opaque box. They
will match the numbers of candidates nominated for
each respective constituency.
A number will be drawn out by each candidate (or
their representative). The number drawn represents
the position on the ballot paper for that candidate. The
number will be hand-written in the printed candidate
list next to that candidate.
If no representative is present, the commission will
draw the number for that candidate.

NEC Commission
conducting the 2019 ballot
draw
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Polling Day
This section describes the procedures and different
voting services available in Nauru and from overseas
during the early voting period and on Polling Day.
Polling Centers (may change from Printing date):
#

District

Building name

Location

1

Buada

Church Hall

Behind Church

2

Aiwo

Centennial Hall

Opposite Civic Center

3

Denigomodu

Nauru College

Opposite Eigigu

4

Nibok

Nibok Infant School

5

Uaboe

Next to domaneab

6

Baiti

Old Petrol Station (Beduwo)

7

Ewa

Sacred Heart College

8

Anetan

Anetan Infant School

9

Anabar

Volleyball Area

Gobure’s Residence

10

Ijuw

Open Area

In Front of Iju Store

11

Anibare

Open Market

Next to harbour

12

Meneng

Meneng Infant School & Comm. Hall

13

Yaren

Yaren Primary School

Opposite Runway

14

Boe

Boe Infant School

Opposite Cemetery

15

Mobile

NEC will visit sick people, Hospital & Prison

Voting is compulsory for citizens aged

20 years and above.
Voting is compulsory for any person
registered on the Roll.

By Road
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Voting
Polling times
• Voting commences at 7.00 am on polling day and
concludes at 6.00 pm
• At 6.00 pm the Presiding Officer will join the end of
the queue (if necessary) and bring the queue inside
the venue or prevent any other voters from joining
the queue.
Change for

2022: Polling Day opening

was changed to 7 am from 9 am for this
election by an amendment to the
Electoral Act in June

2022.

What to expect at a polling station?
1. Presiding Officer, 3 x Election Officials, a Police
Officer (outside the station).
2. Issuing table (for checking ID and getting a ballot)
3. Voting Screens (to let you vote in secret)
4. Ballot box
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Roles of the Polling Staff
01. The Presiding Officer:
1. Manages the polling place, polling, and the election
officials
2. Ensures all voters cast their vote freely and without
influence
3. Collects, returns, and keeps secure ballot papers and
electoral rolls
4.Assists voters who request assistance completing
their ballot paper
5. Manages the Proxy Voting process.
6. Records any elector information in the Elector
Information report.
02. Issuing Officer
1. Checks voter ID
2. Marks the voter’s name on the roll
3. Initials the back of the ballot paper
4. Issues the ballot paper
03. Ballot Box Guard
1. Watches that the voter is voting without influence in
the polling booth
2. Makes sure the voter folds and puts their ballot
paper in the ballot box
3. No other foreign objects are placed in the ballot box
04. Inking Officer
1. Applies ink to the left forefinger of the voter
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Campaigning near voting places
Restrictions prevent electioneering on Election Day
within 200 metres of an entrance to a voting place
(“the buffer zone”).

The Electoral Act prohibits anything within the buffer
zone that can be said to interfere with or influence
voters, including displaying campaign material, holding
meetings, demonstrations, processions, and speeches
to influence or induce a voter to vote for a candidate,
or not to vote, or asking who they voted for.
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Voting Process (Steps)
Identification
An election Official will ask your name and ID.

Sign the Voter Roll
After the Electoral Official finds your name on the Voter
Roll, you will sign it with a red pen.
You can put an X or mark if you cannot sign your name.

Ink your finger
Before you are given your ballot paper, the Electoral
Officer will dip your finger in ink.
This proves you have voted.
Put it in the sun and blow on it to dry quickly. The ink
wears off after a few days.

Get your ballot paper
The Electoral Officer will then initial the back and give
you a ballot paper to vote with.
Make sure the back is initialled – this must be there for
it to be valid.

Vote!
When you have your ballot papers, take it to one of the
voting screens. There will be a Blue Pen for you to use.
The screens let you fill out your ballot paper where no
one else can see who you vote for.

No photos
You cannot take a photo of your ballot paper.
Your choice is secret! You don’t need
to tell anyone who you voted for.
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Help filling out your ballot paper?
If you need help when you vote, you can take a family
member or friend with you or ask the Presiding Officer.
The Presiding Officer:
• can help you to fill out your ballot paper
• can’t tell you who to vote for
• will keep your vote a secret.
Making a mistake?

Ca

If you make a mistake when you fill out your ballot
paper, take it back to the Electoral Official.

nc

ele

Tell the Electoral Official that you made a mistake and
need a new ballot paper.

d

The Electoral Official will take the ballot paper with the
mistake and give you a new ballot paper. You can only
get one replacement ballot.
You can take the new ballot paper and fill it out.

Put your ballot paper in the ballot box
When you have finished filling out the ballot paper, fold
it and put it in the ballot box.
You have finished voting. Congratulations!
Exit the Polling Center
Follow the official Government Gazettes and the NEC
on Facebook and the website for updates and the
results of your vote.
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Identification of voters
The voter must present one of the following forms of
identification to the Presiding Officer before receiving a
ballot paper:
• Passport
• Driving Licence
• Insurance policy
• Employment ID card
• Bank Card
• Birth certificate
• Student ID Card
• Baptism Certificate.
If the voter does not have one of the above forms of
identification, then the voter will need to answer fixed
questions before being issued a ballot paper.

Marking the finger with ink
Before the voter is issued with their ballot paper,
they must have their left forefinger marked with
indelible ink.

Secret voting
Apart from assisted voting, it is prohibited for more
than one person to be present in the polling booth.
No photos can be taken in a polling booth.
Voters have the right to vote secretly. Voters fold their
ballot and place it in the ballot box. It is mixed with all
other votes and is not numbered.
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Marking the ballot
The voter must cast their vote by placing sequential
numbers, beginning with the number one, in the
squares beside the names of the candidates in the
order of their preference.

1.

2.

Valid Votes
All candidates must be numbered in order of the
voter’s choice starting from the number 1 and then
number all candidates on the ballot paper.
Invalid Votes
1. Must write only one of each number.

3.

2. Ticks and crosses are not votes.
3. Nothing can identify you as a voter.
4. Your intention must be clear and readable.
A ballot paper will also be invalid if it is not
authenticated by the initials of the Electoral Officer, and
if no vote has been recorded on it.
A ballot paper is not to be treated as

4.

invalid if, in the opinion of the Electoral
Commissioner the voter’s intention is clear.

Spoilt Ballot Papers
If a voter spoils their ballot paper, they may request
another one.
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Voting types
Assisted voting
Voting Outside the Polling Station: A voter may vote
outside (in proximity) the polling station. The Presiding
Officer takes the ballot papers out to the car of the
voter so that they can vote. The police officer will
accompany the Presiding Officer.
Helping someone who cannot fill out the ballot: A
person who is unable to complete their ballot paper
without assistance, may nominate a person to assist
them.
If no person is nominated, then the Presiding Officer
may mark the ballot paper following the voter’s
instructions. The voter may nominate a person to
inspect the ballot paper before it is placed in the
ballot box.

Mobile voting
There are two types of mobile voting
• In institutions such as the hospital or the correction
centre.
• In a private home following application accompanied
by a doctor’s certificate.
Mobile voting teams will visit the prison and the
hospital and set up voting facilities for prisoners and
hospitalised voters who are eligible to vote.
A mobile voting team will attend the homes of people
who cannot attend a polling place on polling day
because of illness or infirmity or a woman who is
approaching childbirth.
A voter who wants to vote at a mobile polling station
must apply to the Electoral Commissioner at least 48
hours before 9 am on polling day. A doctor’s certificate
must be supplied at the time of application to indicate
that the voter is unwell, and they cannot attend a
polling place.
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Proxy voting
Proxy voting allows a voter in Nauru to vote for an
overseas voter
who will not be in Nauru on Polling Day. The Proxy
must follow the instructions of the overseas person.
A voter in Nauru who has been asked to be the Proxy:
• must be entitled to vote.
• must be enrolled on the same District Roll as the voter.
• must not be under a sentence, or subject to be sentenced, for an offence punishable by imprisonment
for 3 years or more.
• must not be a proxy voter or have been nominated
as a proxy by more than 4 voters.
On Polling Day the proxy voter goes to the polling
place and requests their ballot and gives the proxy voting authorisation form to the election official.
The proxy voter will need to sign next to their name
on the roll and next to the name of the voter for whom
they are proxy voting.
The election official will issue the voter’s ballot paper
and up to 4 other ballot papers for each overseas voter, they are nominated to be a proxy.
Applications for proxy voting can be
made after the close of the voter roll up
until 24 hours before polling commences.

Proxy voting key questions for voters
How a proxy is appointed
1. A voter finds someone who is voting in their district
who they trust to vote for them.
2. They download an application form www.election.
com.nr or get one at our office in Aiwo.
3. Proxy voting applications can be made after the
close of the voter roll and up until 24 hours before
polling starts on Polling Day.
4. They fill out the application and get it witnessed by
an appointed witness or use the remote witnessing
service if they cannot find a witness.
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5. They send it by email to the NEC:
helpdesk@electoralcommission.org.nr
6. The appointed proxy must come to the NEC to sign
their consent form, and then again to collect their
authorisation form on the day before polling or at the
polling station on Polling Day..
How a proxy vote works
As a proxy voter, on Polling Day a proxy asks for their
ballot and hands over the proxy voting authorisation
form to the election official.
They sign next to their name on the roll and the name
of the voter(s) who they are proxy voting for. They will
be given their ballot paper and up to 4 other ballot
papers (one for each overseas voter they are a proxy
for).
The Electoral Act of 2016 allows for a
voter to act as a proxy for a maximum of
4 overseas voters on Polling Day.

Early voting
Early voting was introduced in 2019 to enfranchise
voters who cannot vote on Polling Day due to medical,
work, or religious reasons.
It is also a way to reduce the need for Proxy voting, as
voters who will be leaving Nauru before the election
can now vote before they go.
Up to a week before Polling Day, voters can come and
vote. They must bring proper ID. Once they vote they
will be marked on the roll as having voted early and will
not be allowed to vote on Polling Day.
How a voter will apply and vote
1. They will come to the appointed place and bring the ID.
2. They will fill out an application form and show the
proof required as shown below.
3. Once the application is approved, they can vote
immediately.

NEW:
Regulations now allow
anyone who wishes to
vote early to do so - in
2019 it was restricted
to several criteria.
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Counting
In a general election, there are 8 separate elections –
they are all separate and have different ballots.
Each needs to be counted separately.
The ballots must not be mixed.
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After the voting places close at 6 pm on Polling Day,
each ballot box will be sealed, and the seal numbers
recorded. The box will be taken to the central counting
center. Early voting ballot boxes will also be taken to
the count center.
Observers can follow the movement of these ballot
boxes.
Vote counting is conducted by the electoral officials in
the presence of the media and observers.

Vote counting process
At the start of the vote counting, the ballot boxes are
opened, and their votes are brought out of the boxes.
Then, the ballot papers are separated into valid and
invalid votes following which the counting begins.
Constituencies are counted one by one.
Only valid votes will be included in the count.
Firstly the total number of first preference votes is
counted, then the second preference votes, then the
third preference votes, and so on for each candidate.
The total number of second preferences received by
each candidate is divided by two. The total number
of third preferences received by each candidate is
divided by three and so on.
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The fractions created by the above calculations are
then added to the number of the first preferences
for that candidate and a total value of votes for each
candidate is determined.
Results will be calculated to three decimal places.
The count will be manual with data entry being used on
the larger constituencies to ensure accuracy. Results
will be recorded on paper before being entered into a
spreadsheet.
Once complete the sheet will be printed, signed by
the Commission, and displayed. This will be the official
result protocol.
The NEC will announce separate results as each
election is counted.
These results are final and winning
candidates are entitled to enter
parliament. However, petitions in the
Court of Disputed Returns may alter
the results.
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Results
Determining the results
Candidates with the highest total value of votes will be
elected.
Automatic Recount:
An automatic manual recount of votes
will occur if a candidate was defeated or
eliminated by 0.25% or less of the valid
votes cast.

Publication of results
The results will be declared as soon as practical after
the counting process.
The result sheets will be gazetted and posted in
other conspicuous places around the districts and
in public places. They will be also placed on the
Electoral Commission’s website after the election for
examination by all.

Request for recount
A candidate may request in writing, within 24 hours,
for a recount stating the reasons by which they are
requesting a recount.

Court of disputed returns
Once a result is declared it can be challenged by
petition to the Supreme Court. Until the determination
of the petition, all candidates that were declared
elected remain duly elected.
The decision of the Court is final and may not be
questioned or appealed to any other Court.
Petitioners should refer to the Electoral Act 2016
Part 8 and the Election Petition Rules 2016 and seek
legal advice when preparing a petition to the Court of
Disputed Returns.
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What is an election petition?
A case filed in the Supreme Court to challenge the
results of an election.
Who can file?
1. An unsuccessful candidate or
2. A voter qualified to vote in the constituency of the
petition.
When to file?
A Petition must be filed or presented in the Registry of
the Supreme Court within 21 days of the publication in the
Gazette of the results of the election. A petition will not be
accepted by the Supreme Court if filed after 21 days.
Where to file?
Must be filed with the Supreme Court as the Court of
Disputed Returns - the only body that can hear and
resolve an election petition.
How to file?
The petition must follow the requirements of Election
Petition Rules 2019. It must state the facts relied on
to invalidate the election or the declaration of the
election. It must include the relief being sought, which
can be any of the following:
• To order the Electoral Commissioner to recount
ballot papers
• To declare the candidate who has been declared to
be elected was not duly elected, and
• To declare another candidate to be duly elected.
• Declare an election for a constituency void (in
which case a by-election must be conducted by the
Electoral Commission)
A petitioner must pay the Court Registrar a deposit of
$500 for security for costs. The Supreme Court will not
accept the petition without payment.
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Public Outreach
The Nauru Electoral Commission (NEC) also provides
communications/information to ensure voters and
candidates alike to ensure that their passive and active
electoral rights are maintained.
Public information campaigns and civic education
activities are critical to the enfranchisement of voters
and the success of elections by informing the electorate about the procedures, operational timelines, and
other critical information relating to the process.
In addition to providing information about the election
process, the NEC encourages broad participation and
close collaboration with civil society, governmental
institutions, and key stakeholders within the Nauruan
community.
Extensive public outreach efforts begin approximately
eight weeks before the elections, to present a fresh
focus on Polling Day, avoid voter fatigue, and permit
a sequenced timing of production and logistical rollout of the Polling Day-focused information campaign.
For the low and non-literate population, materials
based on illustrations will be used. Illustrations will
always have a gender balance. All information strives
to use plain language.
The public outreach has four information areas:
• Voter registration messaging.
• Candidate nomination messaging.
• Polling-Day & counting specific voter information.
• Motivational voter education programs will continue
to mainstream gender and disadvantaged groups in
all messages while focusing on community ownership and individual responsibility.
Face-to-face outreach activities will begin approximately
one and a half months before Polling Day and continue
for two weeks. It will be both a voter registration outreach exercise and will also inform voters about all areas
of the process and provide civic education information.
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The public outreach campaign is implemented in the
following ways:
1. Civic/voter education activities, including direct
interactive activities with the general population and
influential members in the community (i.e. community
leader seminars and community meetings), and the
distribution of materials.
2. Media - mass communication.
3. SMS messaging.
4. Press releases and periodic news interviews, radio
call-in shows and NEC updates.
5. A door-to-door campaign to inform each household
and check voter roll details.
6. Poster campaigns.

Nauru Electoral Commission is in the
Aiwo Civic Center

Telephone number:
557 3905

Facebook page:
‘Nauru Electoral Commission’

NEC Brand
The NEC logo is the cornerstone of the brand identity.
This was created by the commission in 2016 and captures
many elements of democracy and Nauru culture.
For the 2022 election, a logo has also been developed
that will be used to represent the electoral process itself.
More Information?
If you have any questions about any of this information,
please contact the Nauru Electoral Commission (NEC).
Website

Website:
www.election.com.nr

Stakeholders – voters and candidates etc. can get all
information needed to take part in the election.
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Election Covid Management Plan
All Election Officials working in close contact with
others must follow the following universal/standard
precautions to reduce the risk of exposure to the virus.
This includes voter management as well:
Correct Mask Use: Masks are necessary but
insufficient and are not relied on alone as a primary
prevention strategy.
Hand hygiene: Staff must perform hand hygiene
frequently. Perform hand hygiene with an alcoholbased hand rub (minimum 60% alcohol) for at least
20 seconds, or with soap and water for at least 40
seconds. Do not touch your face with unwashed hands.
Physical distancing: Staff must avoid close physical
contact with others, including shaking hands and
hugging. Maintain a physical distance of at least 2m
distance between yourself and others, especially
those with respiratory symptoms (e.g., coughing,
sneezing). Whenever possible, install physical barriers
such as plexiglass. Place physical barriers to help
maintain at least a 1.5m distance such as tables, chairs,
and a cordon of areas. Use signs/stickers to show
appropriate distancing.
Respiratory hygiene (cough etiquette): staff must
cover their nose and mouth with a bent elbow or
paper tissue when coughing or sneezing. Dispose of
the tissue immediately after use and perform hand
hygiene.
Ventilation: In enclosed settings, especially where
there is poor ventilation, it is also very important to
increase the rate of air change, reduce recirculation
of air and increase the use of outdoor spaces where
possible.
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NEC Office
Location: Aiwo Civic Center (+674) 557 3903
Information:
The NEC’s website contains all election information and outreach materials
www.election.com.nr
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